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Abstract
We suggest that the missing (dark) mass in galaxy clusters can be explained by a picture of a cosmos
consisting of matter and negative-mass antimatter, the latter residing in voids. It is proposed that the
modification of Newtons law of Gravitation in the form of Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND)
can be explained by the quantum nature of Gravity.

Introduction
MOND (Modified Newtonian Dynamics) is a empirical modification of Newtons law of gravitation by
M. Milgrom [1], designed to reproduce the rotation curves of galaxies [2]. For distances, r, where the
acceleration, a(r), provided by the baryonic mass, Mb, of a galaxy falls below a critical value value, a0,
the centripetal force crosses over from Newton’s r-2-law to a r-1-law, such that the velocity of masses on
a circular orbit, reaches a constant value Vc, proportional to the 4th root of Mb. This is in satisfactory
agreement with experimental observations, as is nicely recapitulated by McGaugh [3] in his Fig. 4. This
representation shows that for a wide variety of disk galaxies, varying in Mb by more then 6 decades the
M b ∝ V 4c law holds true. However, it also shows that groups of galaxies and galaxy-clusters do not
fully fit into this picture. Even though the Vc4 law is still well obeyed, their values of Mb are too small
by a factor of two to three to fit on the same curve with single galaxies. This missing mass problem is
particularly annoying because MOND set out to make the concept of dark matter obsolete.

Remark
The following Figure reproduces McGaugh’s Fig. 4, including legend, together with a representation in
which the masses of galaxy-groups and galaxy-clusters are multiplied by a factor f = 2.88 such that all
4
points are perfectly fitted by MOND’s M b ∝ V c law. Of course the same type of agreement is
reached if masses of groups and clusters of galaxies are up-scaled by a smaller factor fcl and masses of
single galaxies are down-scaled by a factor of fg, provided we keep fclfg = f.
Of course, such an amendment can only be legitimized by proper argumentation. Here we advance
again an idea that has been around in the past and which we keep advertising, namely the concept that
negative gravitational masses can exist [4]. This concept postulates that the so-called voids, which
seem to occupy roughly half the volume of the cosmos, are actually filled by antimatter with negative
gravitational mass, which repels matter. We have produced a simple model to illustrate the
development of the cosmos as a process of demixing of mass and anti-mass [5,6].

In such a picture we would expect that larger assemblies (groups and clusters of galaxies) would
predominantly be surrounded by voids, and thus, antimatter. Correspondingly, they would experience a
gravitational pressure which one may reasonably describe by a effectively increased mass
M eff =M b f cl . By the conventional hole picture this increase is expected to be on the order of a
factor of two, fcl ≈ 2.

Furthermore, single galaxies are most often found in a context with other galaxies such that a treatment
by external field effects [7] seems more appropriate here. However, a mixed but predominantly
positive-mass environment would lead to the expectation that their effective mass is slightly below the
baryonic mass M eff =M b / f g , i.e. fg > 1. Thus, in this negative-mass picture a value f = fclfg ≈ 2.88
is quite plausible.

Discussion
The concept of negative mass is in disagreement with the theory of General Relativity (GR), the
nowadays highly favored theory of Gravitation. However, we have repeatedly argued against GR on the
ground that it’s very basic principle, Einstein’s equivalence principle, does not allow for the generation
of gravitational waves [8]. GR’s corresponding amendment, added afterwards, leads to “waves” that
cannot exist [9,10], even though this has not properly been recognized! Therefore, we think that there is
nothing wrong with the concept of masses of either sign.
Consequently, in this picture a MOND-type gravitational-force law would not lead to missing (dark)
matter. However, the big remaining question is why Newtons law should break down for large
distances, or more correctly for small acceleration values. We think [11], that the reason lies in the
quantum nature of the gravitational force, namely that the galactic gravitons taking part in the
scattering processes, which provide the Gravitational force, start to receive concurrence by gravitons of
the cosmic gravitational wave background (GWB). This would also explain why MOND’s
modification is in the acceleration rather than in the distance.
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